Geology 210- Regional Field Geology of Hawaii

Web Report Guidelines

Schedule of due dates

- Pictures into W:drive workgroup folder by Tuesday 4/1
- Class web-design session in the Ferguson Lab, Tuesday 4/1, 7-9 pm
- First Draft due by Friday 4/18 noon
- Final Draft due by Tuesday 4/29 at 5 pm

Project description

- Each web project should be a synthesis of information about the topic.
- Each topic has its own separate folder where the page(s) should be stored.
- Projects should include a compilation of text, photos, other figures, and video clips (if available).
- Projects should include sub-topics that may be presented on multiple web pages.
- Projects should be linked to the main page, the itinerary, and the map.
- Projects should have internal links connecting pages within your theme topic and external links connecting to appropriate web-pages on the internet.
- Each team member is responsible to work on part of the topic- to be decided by the team (everyone is expected to use Frontpage) We will ask you each to submit a summary of what you did and how well you think your group worked together.
- Sources should include handouts from seminar presentations (ultimately tied to original sources), field notes, and internet, book and journal sources. (We expect that for most of your field notes will be the primary source).